MINERAL & NATURAL RESOURCES EXPLORATION COURSE

AN EXCEPTIONAL SATELLITE IMAGE PROCESSING COURSES FOR MINERAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES EXPLORATION.

FOR Elite Mining, Metals, Mineral and Natural Resources Organizations.

Course Location:
Part 1: Online / Onsite. Part 2: In the UK.

This course is your first choice for improving your Exploration Team performance. Part 1 enables your personnel to master satellite image processing and remote sensing. Part 2 concentrates on Remote Sensing applications in the field of minerals and natural resources with particular attention to Exploration.

Part 1: Advanced Satellite Image Processing & Remote Sensing Course (Online / Onsite)

This part consists of 16 short courses focusing on practical work of remote sensing and satellite image processing. They cover all levels of training, starting from the beginner level to professional level and ending with solution developer level.

The courses are delivered by Brilliant Remote Sensing labs Company through the Remote Sensing Portal. Find details on www.remote-sensing-portal.com

Part 2: Superior Mineral & Natural Resources Exploration Course (in the UK)

This course is presented in collaboration with a partner company in the UK, which is one of the top European Geospatial companies. The course covers the following topics: [Optical Sources enhancement – Satellite Images classification - Structural Interpretation - Lithological interpretation - Mineral mapping - Quarry volume measurement].